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INTRODUCTION
AND OVERVIEW

The Carnegie Council in its recent report, Giving Youth a Better.
Chance: Options for Education, Work and Service, addresses, those
youth who do not currently avail themselves of postsecondary oppor-
tunities citing the danger of "developing a permanent underclass, a
self-perpetuating culture of poverty, a substantial and continuing
gumpen-proletariat' in the 'home of opportunity where every man is
the equal of every other man'." Prominent among the Report's rec-
ommendations is the concept that community colleges "should take
on a residual responsibility for youth" by adding to its existing mis-
sions a "sixth great role."1

The Carnegie Council is not alone in its advocacy of an ex-
panded mission for community colleges. Gollattscheck et al. discuss
"community renewal colleges" delivering the kind of education com-
munity members want and need, and suggest the mission of such in-
stitutions should be nothing less than emancipation of all people
"from the restrictions of ignorance and socio-economic disadvan-
tage,. unemployment, substandard housing, inadequate schoOling,
poverty, and filthand emancipation from environmental stagna-
tion and pollution. . . ."2 K. Patricia Cross in books and- speeches
has emphasized the need for "education for all" to become "educa-
tion to each." The American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges consistently has advocated the broadest possible interpreta-
tion of community college-mission in relation to community needs.
Walsh identifies community colleges as the -most appropriate institu-
tions for developing innovative programs for older adults, 'handl,-
capped adults, and women reentering the job market.3

The purpose of this monograph is to consider whether the
community college mission should be expanded-and, if so, how the
new mission can and should be financed. Part I, in considering the
question of mission expansion, reviews the current community col-
lege missions in the context of how those missions have evolved.
Pointed up here is the fact that the existing community college mis-
sion overlaps considerably with what is called for in the "sixth great
mission." After each of the six missions is discussed, the traditional
community college clienteles are described along with the new cli-
entele that are the focus of this monograph.



Part II, concerning the financing of the new mission, also
begins with a treatment of history; but this time attention is drawn to
the evolution .of the financing ..system. Seen here is a description of
how institutionai financing of community colleges evolved and how
changes in. financing have failed to keep pace with changes in mis-
sion. Seen also is how to tuition has become inadequate to, the task
of educating new clientele, who enroll as a result of the new mission,
and how student aid evolved as an answer. But student aid, too, is
seen to fall short of meeting the needs of the new clienteie.and for this
and other reasons additional strategies are recommended in Part III.



PART I
EVOLVING MISSIONS

When Joiiet junior College was established in 1901, AS purpose was
clearly defined and easily understood. A need existed to provide the
first two years of college for recent high school graduates, who either
could not afford to attend a four-year college or university or were
not fully prepared academically.: This transfer mission persisted as
the most significant function of the public junior college and its `suc-
cessor, the community college, until the mid 1960's or early 1970's.

Despite the dominance of the academic transfer function, the
history of the first eighty years of the American public junior college
is a story of adaptation and evolution as these institutions responded
to new clienteles and added the programs required to attract and
serve them. Sometimes the motivation has been idealism and philo-
sophical commitment; more often it has been survival and growth.
By 1976, the junior college as an upward extension of the public
secondary school had evolved, at least in the minds of many bf its
leaders, into the "community renewal college," which had as its mis
sion no less than the emancipation of "all the people withiOts com-
munity : . . from the restrictions of ignorance and socio-economic
disadvantageunemployMent, substandard housing, inadequate
schooling, poverty, and filthand emancipation from environmen-
tal stagnation and pollution . . "4

The recent Carnegie Council Report suggests that. community
colleges should continue the evolutionary process of the past eighty
years by assuming, as a sixth great mission or role, a residual
responsibility for. youth and most particularly for the disadvantaged
segment who do not currently avail themselves of postsecondary
opportunities. The five accepted roles as defined by the Council in-
clude, "(a) academic transfer programs, (b) technical training, (c)
terminal-general e&cation, (d) community service programs (instruc-
tion in nonacademic, nonvocational subjects as requested by
members of the community), and (e) community -based programs
(such as conferences, cultural events)."5

For our purposes, we will alter:Slightly the five Carnegie roles
in order to describe more easily their historical evolution and to iden-
tify the intended beneficiaries of each set of services. The roles, as we
see them, include, (1) acadethk transfer Programs, (2) vocational-



technical education, (3) developmental/remedial programs, (4) con-
tinuing education (credit instruction offered at times and locations or
through delivery systems that differ c.om the traditional academic
program), (5) community service (into which we combine Carnegie
roles d and e) and finally (6) assessment, skill training and placement,
which we see as the critical components of the "residual responsibili-
ty tz.t. youth."

The academic transfer function, as previously noted, was the
first to emerge and, as measured by degree credit generation and the
number of degrees awarded, remained for more than seventy years
the most important function of the two-year college. In 1970, the
first year for which separate figures are available, transfer associate
degrees accounted for 144,000 or 57.3 percent of the 253,000 two
year degrees awarded.6 By 1975-76 transfer associate degrees, while
increasing in number to 175,000, had declined as a percentage of the
total to 44.8 of the 390,000.associate degrees awarded.

(The vocational education function was introduced into the
community college following passage of the Smith-Hughes Act of
1917.7 Development of this function, however, grew at a slow pace
until the Vocational Education Act of 1963 because Smith-Hughes
language had stated that eligibility could not be extended to college
level prograrns.8 In 1922, the Ameridan Association of Junior Col-
leges had &fined their member colleges as "institutions offering two
years of instruction of strictly college grade."9 The result was that
vocational-technical programs truly responsive to the needs of poten-
tial students were severely 'lacking. As late as 1956, The Fifty-Fifth
YearboOk of the. National Society for the Study of Education re-
ported from a survey of 560 junior colleges that only 18 percent of-
fered any vocational programs other, than secretarial and general
business. Of interest to the discussion of the three other modern com-
munity college missions, the same volume, published as a compre-
hensive treatment of the public junior college of that era, contains no
reference to remedial or developmental education or for that matter,
to any additional function beyond a limited treatment of community
service.10

Yet, only 19 years later, career related programs had dis-
placed transfer as the primary objective of a majority of students at-
tending." Current estimates of the relative numbers of transfer and
vocational students are complicated by several factors. First, because
of student interest and funding incentives, an increasingly broad ar-
ray of vocational-technical programs and courses seek shelter under
the "career program" umbrella. Second, old labels no longer are mu-
tually exclus' ve. Many career programs are no longer terminal and
whether a student transfers to a four-year institution often is more a
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matter of individual hoice than of the student's community college
program. All-in-all, i seems clear that the function of providing edu-
cation for entry into employment has achieved equal status with the
earlier transfer function, at least in terms of student interests and en-
rollments.

The developmental/remedial function is a more recent stage
in the evolution of community college missions, a stae robably re-
lated directly to the open-door philosophy. In Medsker' landmark
volume of 1960, there are five pages devoted to a descripti of the
remedial function. Medsker found that three- fourths of the c lieges
in his study, made some provision for the 16 percent of the stu ents
who gave evidence on a standardized examination of having aptit cle
below that customarily regarded as necessary for a regular baccala
-reate degree.12_, ----7.--- \

Monfoedescribed the One-year curriculum initiated in 1959 at
Wilson College (now Kennedy-King) as one of the first such pro-
grams to be offered anywhere in the nation. He also identified prob-
lems faced by many urban community colleges in the early sixties
when median scores for entering freshmen dropped to the lowest lev-
el of any collegiate institutional section and fifty percent of entering
freshmen were lost, either voluntarily or not, by the end of the first
semester.13

Community colleges have enrolled increasingly higher percen-
tages of students who require programs and Aervices beyond those en-
dogenous to the-trAnsfer and career programs previously available.
Simultaneously, there has occurred a broadening of the scope of defi-
ciencies observed, partially because institutions are ever seeking new
clientele. The illiterate and the near-illiterate,' those who cannot
speak or write English, convicts and the physically handicapped,
have joined the late bloomers and the Mildly remedial of an earlier
decade. ,

Acceptance and advancement of the remedial function have
not been marked by the same progress characteristic of career pro-
grams. The decision to initiate remedial programs was controversial
in many colleges and was achieved only because it was easier_than an-
swering public questions about dropout rates or trying to teach col-
lege level courses to heterogeneous classes in which many could not
read or write. Advancement of the remedial function has been hin-'
dered by difficulty in evaluating outcomes. Roueche and Snow criti-
cized the absence of outcome data from earlier studies, but ultimately
were required-in their own survey to rely upon the self-estimates of
colleges responding. Not surprisingly, a majority of the institutions
"reported that their programs were successful."14 A second hind-
rance emanates from the financial need of a majority of these students
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and from financial aid regulations. In order to qualify for significant
financial assistance, students must be scheduled for twelve credit
hours of work each semester\Further, such work must apply to a
degree. The result is that institutions are forced either to enroll reme-
dial students in regular college courses where their lack, of literacy
skills dooms them to failure or to establish special courses. These
special courses often do not articulate with transfer or vocational-
technical offerings and frequently impose time and format con-
straints inconsistent with the learning styles and needs of those who
enroll. Finally, there is the matter of standards and effects on the in-
tegrity of the institution: the college must award credits for work that
clearly is below college level. The situation becomes so distorted that
sometimes the only measurable achievement for a semester's work is
raising reading skills from a third. to a fourth grade level.

The continuing education function, so labeled because it is
the term most commonly used in community colleges, nevertheless
has varying meanings. On the one extreme, the term may be used to

, describe academic transfer courses offered in the evening. On the
other, it may encompass all of the non - credit courses and activities,
which also may be labeled community services or community educa-
tion.15 We use the term here to encompass those courses community
colleges offer for degree credit in either the academic transfer or the
vocational-technical programs at locations away from the college
campus, or such programs offered through alternative delivery sys-
tems designed to improve access, or. such programs offered al times
different from those acceptable to full-time day students.

The list Of continuing education variations is extensive and
growing. Credit courses are offered at such locations as business of-
fices, industrial plants, correctional institutions, churches, public
schools, shopping centers and military installations. Alternative de-
livery systems include the mails, television, telephone and radio.
Time schedules range from the traditional evening or extended day
programs through mini-semesters and weekend colleges. The various
combinations of location, delivery system, and time are limited only
by the imagination of the,college and the receptivity of the clientele.

Although continuing education probably had its origin in the
1920's in the evening school offered for adults, growth was slow until
the 1950's.16 The enrollment of continuing education students stood
at only about 21,000 in 1936, but was more than 400,000 in 1957. In
one (1959) sample of 150 public junior colleges 88 percent offered

'programs of service to adults.17 By 1965, part-time community col---

lege enrollments-(not the same as our definition of continuing eddca-
tion but 'probably the closest for which data are available) totalled,
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over 580,000 and represented slightly more than half of all communi-
ty college enrollments.18 .

Continuing education, as defined herein, has been responsi-
ble for virtually all of the growth in credit hour generation recorded
by community colleges since 1972. The golden era of growth in full-
time enrollments came abruptly to an end in 1971 and 1972, when to-
tal enrollments actually declined, stunning college administrators and
causing discussions of reductions in force.

The downturn in enrollment has led to the use of marketing
techniques to attract students and has resulted in many of the innova-
tions in locations, aelivery systems and time previously noted.19 The
outcome has been noted in the most recent enrollment data. From
1976-1978, full-time enrollment in two-year colleges decreased from
1.75 million to 1.61 million; part-time enrollment increased from
2.33 million to 2.53 million.20 A concomitant change, with important
implications for finance, has been the increased use of visiting, or ad-
junct faculty paid at part-time rates.

The community service function was described in consider-
able detail by Harlricher who listed four major objectives: encour
aging use of college facilities and services by community groups;
using skills and knowledge of staff and other experts to.provide need-
based edOcational services for all age groups; providing leadership
and coordination to assist in long-range Planning for the community
and in attacking unsolved problems; and contributing to cultural, in-
tellectual, social and leisure time opportunities for the community.21
Harlacher appears to include in his discussion of community services
all degree credit activity which occurs off-campus, as well as all non-
credit courses and college-community interaction of the non-course
variety. Obviously, there is overlap with our definition of continuing
education.

Attempts to differentiate between continuing education and
community services encounter one of the same problems previously
described for the academic transfer versus vocational-technical di-
chotomy. The problem concerns,the'fluidity" of what is a credit ex-
perience. Most states have specifically excluded non-credit courses
and activities from state reimbursement. One response has been for
community colleges to offer credit for everything imaginable.

Respectability and legitimacy may be lost. In the late sixties
and early seventies, the Pennsylvania formula provided for a conver-
sion ratio through which contact hours in non- credit courses were
equated to credit hours by dividing by thirty. Cited by-legislators in
terminating this reimbursement was the practice of some colleges of
counting attendance at concerts and multiplying by the number of
hours the event lasted and the installation of a counter on the library
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turnstile. The procedure was then to multiply the daily count by the
average number of hours estimated for those using the library. Nev-
ertheless, differentiating community service from continuing educa-
tion on the basis of whether credit is granted is a useful distinction
for analyzing funding patterns and issues.

Although definitional problems abound, it is nonetheless
possible to establish some estimates of the magnitude antigrowth of
non-credit activity. There is no standard definition of the minimum
or maximum duration of experiences that constitutes "community
education enrollments" as participation in non-credit service, recrea-
tional, and life enrichment academic programs as titled by AACJC.
Further, there are maintained no student records of the sort that are
required for degree credit students and, thus, no method of deter-
mining unduplicated headcount. Community education enrollments
for 1975-76, the first year they were estimated on a July 1 to June 30
basis, are said to have totalled 3.26 million.22 In 1977, community
education enrollment was 2.85 million and in 1978, 3.08 million. Al-
though some institutions do not routinely collect this information
and the field was frequently left blank on the survey forms,23 it is
clear that a very large number of people participate in community
services and that the numbers seem to be holding' fairly constant.

The practice in the literature of including continuing educa-
tion (usually termed adult education) under the community service
rubric precludes any attempt to trace the origins and historic growth
of the latter function. It is apparent, however, from Reynolds' 1955
discussion that the concept of community service was well developed
by the 1950's and was accepted as a normal function of the junior
college.24 Monroe believes that the function can , be traced to the
1920's and the birthdate of the adult education movement.25

Because of state funding formulae, however, it seems clear
that experiences otherwise qualifying as community services are being
converted to credit activities. In addition, the growing evening pro-
gram of credit offerings for part-time students at many colleges has
pre-empted the space available for the lower priority non-credit activ-
ities. The practice of giving priority to credit courses, which qualify
for state reimbursement, may account for the decline in community
education enrollments.previouily noted.

An interesting digression concerns the growing number of
community college districts that are establishing colleges-Without-
walls in answer to the shortage of space for dommun, vy service, as well
as for continuing education. Initially, the concept was used, probably
by necessity, by such institutions as Austin Community College in..
Texas, Whatcom Community College in Washington, and the Ver-
mont Community College System.26 Kow there is a trend_for large
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multicampus districts such as Peralta and Coast in California and
Maricopa in Arizona to establish such institutions, partly as a re-
sponse to the space crunch and partly to deal with territoriality issues
within the established traditional colleges of the districts.

In their most recent manifestation, colleges-without-walls are
almost exclusively continuing education and community service insti-
tutions, offering courses rather than programs. Moseof their full-
time staff are administrators who recruit and supervise far-flung le-
gions of part-time faculty. They market aggressively, giving primary
attention to credit offerings that generate state support. They lack
the resources and continuity, for the most .part, to offer vocational-
technical programs (as distinct from discrete courses). or remedial
services; they make extensive use of media and alternative delivery
systems. Colleges-without-walls can be traced at least to the Citytol-
leges of Chicago television college established in 1956.

The preceding review of mission evolution and institutional
adaptation leaves the observer with a lingering doubt whether any
sort of discrete "sixth great mission" remains to be served. Notwith-
standing the great prestige of the Carnegie Council, one is left to
wonder whether anyone can describe a viable community college
function that some community college somewhere is not already serv-
ing. Certainly the inhibitions are few.. A case can be made that the
open-door philosophy of the junior college removes the formal ad-
mission obstacle. Evening courses, remedial programs, comprehen-
sive curricula, and extensive guidance services would seem to be es-
sential ingredients of an institutional response. More recent emphasis
upon recruiting and outreach efforts have moved community colleges
further toward the mission advocated by the Carnegie Council.

Yet, the great mass of the Carnegie.Council's "underserved
youth" remains and there are identifiable reasons why community
colleges have not fully met the need. For example, attempts to pro-
vide services to the estimated 23 million functionally illiterate Ameri-
can adults have run into serious problems when these services have
been integrated into regular college programs.27 The concept of ex-
tending academic credit for basic literacy and Vocational skill training
offends academic faculty who make no pretense of concealing their
scorn for those who take these courses or those who teach them. De-
gree credit students quick to adopt the values of their faculty men-
tors, disparage the trainees and their programs adding to.the trainees'
pre-existing doubts about self- worth. Teaching loads designed around
the demands of the academic transfer program and the capabilities of
the students who enroll in them are ill-suited to the needs of the basic
skill trainee. If faculty union contracts are extended to those who
teach in skills programs, costs become prohibitive.



COMMUNITY COLLEGE CLIENTELES: THE OLD AND THE NEW

The role and mission of the community college has undergone sub-
stantial evolution and expansion in the years that have passed since
the, founding of Joliet Junior College. In particular, the last two dec-
ades have brought enormous changes in numbers and diversity. Now
the Carnegie Council has urged the further expansion to the histori-
cally most difficult to serve segments of the American population.
The evolution of functions from transfer education through voca-
tional-technical programs, remedial services and continuing educa-
tion, has already brought important changes in clientele including
more part-time students, a broader range of educational and physical
disabilities, more minorities including a growing number for whom
English is a second language, more older Americans and many
others.

Increased access and broadened mission largely have taken
place within national and state funding policies, which have given
priority to the full-time, 18-23 year old student. The rapid expansion
of opportunities for residential study in four-year colleges and uni-
versities, state planning documents for the development of communi-
ty colleges, and the development of state and federal student aid pro-
grark all attest to the priority that has been given to increasing
access and choice for the traditional college-age student.

The success of these programs is evident. The total number of
students enrolled in postsecondary education, the increasing percen-
tage of low-income and minority students in attendance, and the
number and characteristics of students enrolled in independent insti-
tutions indicate that the needs of this segment may largely have been met.

For several reasons, postsecondary institutions traditionally
have focused on the full-time, 18-23 year olds as a clientele and on
the programs, faculties, and facilities desigtwl to serve them. Parents
wanted their children to have educational opportunities and the ac-
companying upward occupational mobility they themselves were de-
nied. The increasingly technological nature of work and general
changes in the labor market made collegiate preparation a viable
background for entering the work force. All of these factors and
others resulted in the priority accorded the 18-23 year old in access to
postsecondary education.

However; educational institutions, like other users of labor
and capital, are subject to the law of diminishing returns. Evidence
of diminishing returns to investment in postsecondary education op-
portunity for the traditional 18-23 year old can be found among the
following:
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1. There currently exists an imbalance between the number of
graduates and/ the opportunities for employment in a
significant number of fields.% The imbalance is most
publicized /in liberal arts and 'education. The shift of
students away from these progams has created some
surplus capacity in terms of facilities and faculty.

2. Nationally, college attendance rates. have declined, partic-
ularly among white, male, middle-income students.

3. Competition for the 18-23 year old has become intense,
leading to substantial expenditures for recruiting and
advertising, and resulting in lowered admission standards,

4. Postsecondary institutions have been more successful in
attracting students than in retaining them. Forty percent
of entering college freshmen either drop out or shift col-
leges. The failure rate is 80 to 90 -percent for the most
disadvantaged, educationally.28

5. Changing admission standards increase the number of high
risk students enrolled but corresponding initiatives to
assure their academic success are severely lacking. Depend-
ing on the institution entered, a student with, deficiencies
might be enrolled in a series of remedial courses, a special
assistance program or be left to sink or swim in a regular
classroom. Research indicates that disadvantaged individ-
uals are unlikely to be able to make appropriate choices
among available alternatives.29

These examples are not to suggest that access and choice for
the' full-time, 18-23 year old student are unimportant or that there is
not a continuing need to serve this group effectively. Given the cre-
dentialing function of postsecondary education, it will always be es-
sential to ensure preservation of access and choice. To relinquish the
advances would return to a system of discrimination now being elimi-
nated at considerable public expense.

It does no disservice to the achievements of the past fifteen
years, however; to question whether the attention accorded the 18-23
year old inhibits addressing the legitimate needs of other groups of
citizensgroups for whom the return for the public dollar invested
might be substantially greater.

There is a considerable body of literature regarding the nature
.

and the needs of nontraditional students. There is also evidence that
6 6

. . nontraditional studentswomen, 'ethnic or racial 'Minorities,
and older students not entering a postsecondary institution upon
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graduation from high school . . . do not respond to cost considerations
and institutional options in the same way as conventional students."30
Studies of the characteristics of adults who avail themselves of adult
education opportunities indicate that as a group they tend to be above
average both in terms of income and previous formal education.31
Such studies have been used as the basis for two commonly held as-
sumptions: (1) adult education has not been successful in reaching
disadvantaged adult populations, and (2) those who desire adult edu-
cation are capable of paying for it themselves.

Evidence of the widespread influence of these assumptions
may be found both in the literature and in practice. "Most colleges
and universities are still unwilling to place the training of adults in the
teaching basket where it belongs. Rather they toss it into the catchall
public service functionalong with such important but academically
low priority activities as fund raising and alumni, legislative and com-
munity relations. In budgetary terms thismeans unsatisfactory finan-
cing in the best of times, the axe in tight periods."32

It should not be surprising that those who have the highest in-
comes are the most likely to take advantage of educational services,
the costs of which must be borne entirely by a "tax" on the user.
Those who live on fixed incomes or whose income levels fall near the
poverty level may be priced out of the opportunity to participate by
any charge. As user charges increase, the number of nontraditional
students who can afford to participate declines correspondingly. A
recognition of this phenomenon has led to programs for the support
of degree credit students who can attend at least half-time. Those
whose objectives do not include earning a degree or whose job and
family responsibilities preclude attendance at the minimum half-time
level have experienced rising prices fueled at least in part by the avail-
ability of student aid for traditional studentsaid which has reduced
politically, general price increase resistance. Indeed, our best esti-
mate is that approximately one-third of studenfaid translates directiy
into tuition increases.33

THE NEW CLIENTELE: WHO ARE THEY?

The new clientele for evolving com unity college missions comes
from all age and income groups, all ra ial and ethnic groups, and all
regional and employment sectors. Ne rtheless, they are targeted
best by focusing on, in addition to the un erserved youth, older, fe-
male, and minority individuals.

In 1975 about 23 million, or slightly ver 10 percent of the
population, were 65 or older. Conservative e imates indicate the
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numbers will reach 30 million by the year 2000.34 This large group of
senior citizens has in many regards been treated inequitably by the
postsecondary system. All of those who will reach senior status by
the year 2000 grew up during an era when access to postsecondary ed-
ucation was limited. Yet it was this group more than any other that
made possible the enormous expansion of educational opportunity
enjoyed by later generations. Now, and in the future, this older-age
group will be interested in partaking of some of .the postsecondary
opportunities they helped to create. But a different set of funding
rules will face them. Few among these seniors are interested in enroll-
ing in degree programs for which there are public subsidies;. rather,
their interest is in non-degree programs that are largely self-supporting.

According to census data, 1 in 6 white males and 1 in 5 black
males facing compulsory retirement are not eligible for retirement
benefits. Of those who are .eligible 3 of 10 have only plans they have
set up for themselves.35 The tendency for older citizens, who can af-
ford to do so, to migrate to the sun belt has been widely noted.
Where concentrations of senior citizens have developed in such loca-
tions as St. Petersburg, Florida, and Phoenix, Arizona, very exten-
sive programs of adult education can be found. These concentrations
of senior citizens are economic boons to their communities. They
bring bank accounts, do not require much in the way of public ser-
vices, and, notwithstanding the octogenarian trio in "Gc!ng in
Style," they have low crime rates.

It is, of course, the more affluent senior citizens who take ad-
vantage of warmer climates, and it is this same group who utilizes
adult education because they can afford to do so. The less affluent
ones, who have little or no discretionary income to spend on either
travel or education, are often condemned to a post4etirement exis-
tence that offers little in the way of stimulation or human interaction.

Information is available on the needs of the senior popula-
tion. Retirement planning, including such areas as income and finan-
cial management, health, housing options, legal services and use of
social services, is one important area.. Enrichment, including handi-
craft and hobby activities, also ranks high. For seltiors, painting,
jewelry making, macrame, and similar activities become an impor-
tant adaptive response to the physical restrictions of advancing age as
well as a small but important source of income fora limited number.
For a smaller number of seniors, second careers or volunteer.service
activities may be important outcomes of postsecondary education.

Seniors are not the only group who are treated inequitably by
current public policy in the funding of postsecondary education. Un-
til very recently, women participated in higher education-at a-much-
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loWer rate than men. As a consequence, there are large numbers of
undereducated women in the 25-55 age range. 'Yet, the need is great.
The percentage of families headed by women increased from 9.4 in
1950 to 13 percent in 1975. The number of two worker families went
from 1 in 3 to 1 in 2 during the same time period. The average work-
life expectancy for women has increased from 15 to 23 years.36

Women experience numerous deprivations and obstacles to
self-betterment. Among minorities, women head 35 percent of black
families; average median incomes of these families are only $4,898.
For Hispanic families the comparable figures are 20 percent and
$4,785. Since-the present system of financial aid favorslull-time stu-
dents, many women, who have jobs and families and cannot enroll
even half-time, are excluded from eligibility. Further, more strict aid
regulations for independent students penalize married women. In
sum, women receive less assistance than men because their patterns
of attendance are different and they are mere likely to have sole fam-
ily responsibility.37

Other statistics suggest the existence ofadditional underserved
segments and newly developing educational needs. Sixty-four percent
of 45-54 year old Hispanic origin persons have not completed high
school, compared to thirty-four percent for the total .45 million
adults in this age range. New postsecondary needs are illustrated by
the fact that each year 8.7 percent of the population actually changes
occupations, while 36 percent describe themselves,as being in some
state of occupational transition.38. For-most if not ail;of these groups,
half-time (or mote) attendance in a-program leading to a baccalaure-
ate degree seems neither feasible nor desirable.

Institutional interests'in increasing the college 'attendance rate
of full-time students, combined with an historic focus on the 18-23
year old population, have resulted in patterns of funding mitigating
against postsecondary attendance by part-time students, older citi-
zens, emplOyed women, and the geographically immobile. The cen-
tral issue is whether the few additional public dollars available in the.
near future will be spent. to entice greater numbers of recent high
school graduates or to expand opportunities and services for the mil-
lions of nontraditional students who lnight benefit from them.

Critical disjunctions have developed between the needs of a
growing nontraditional clientele; growth oriented funding formulas
that are based upon enrollments of full-time students, and state and
national need-based individual assistance programs. The next section
of this monograph traces the historical development of community
college finance and examines the present funding of students and
programs, focusing on the incongruencies between an evolving com-
munity college mission and existing financial arrangements.-"
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PART Il
SHORTCOMINGS IN PRESENT

FUNDING MODES

In Part H of this monograph we examine the present funding of the
community college student who is our focus and of the programs de,
signed to meet their' needs. We begin by tracing the historical devel-
opment of community college finance, reasoning that one can better
understand the inadequacies of present financing structures through
the perspectives of the past. With the stage set, we then examine the
present funding of students and programs, focusing on the incongru-
ericies of the new community college mission and the existing finan-
cial structurz. In the final section we` 'reflect upon how the structure
should be changed to meet the Present and future challenges.

COMMUNITY COLLEGE FINANCE EVOLVING

Students of higher education quickly learn that history and tradition
are the major forces shaping the enterprise. Things are the way they
are "because they have always been that way." The historical roots
of higher education phenomena account in large measure for the state
in which those phenomena exist todayeven thoughthe present state
often may not make much rational sense. Contemporary conditions
may differ dramatically from the conditions prevailing at the time the
phenomena originated.

The financing of community colleges in America is no excep-
tion. ,Contemporary financing strategies are more vestiges of a by-/gone era than they are reflections of- present conditions. Modern
Community college missions vary greatly from those of earlier days
but financing strategies have not changed accordingly: Instead, these
strategies have lagged behind, often as much as a decade or two or
even more. It is worth observing how this incongruency of missions
and financing Modes has evolved.

Garins traces the precedence of-the community college to 1839
and Horace Mann's normal school, which was an extension of the
secondary schoo1.39 Although by no means the prototype: of the
modern community college, the normal school established the prece -.
dent of a postsecondary institution of only two years duration and
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lying organiiationally between the secondary school and the Universi-
ty. Although the normal school evolved not into the community col-,
lege but into the teachers' college, then into the state college, and fin-
ally ofteit into a state university,, the idea of a two-year institution
was firmly established.

The commonly recognized antecedent of the community col-
lege was conceived by Tappan of Michigan (1252) and was reinforced
by Folwell of Minnesota in his 1869 inaugural address. This antece--
dent, which was indeed the prototype of the modern community col-
lege, was rather than an extension of secondary education a "lower
extremity amputation." Tappan suggested that

so
schools

provide two more years of secondary education so that the universi-
ties could become "purely universities" and not engage, as he viewed
them as doing, in the "lower education" of the first two years of uni-
versity education. Though .apparently not in resPonse to Tappan,
LaseIl Junior College in Massachusetts did offer the first two years of
collegiate instruction in 1852.40

It was-not-unti11892 that Tappan's words were directly heed-
ed. In that year Harper designated the first:two years at-the Universi-
ty of Chicago as "Academic College" and the last two years as "Uni-
versity College." Only four years later the former was redesignated a
"junior college"a name that dominated the movement until at
least 1939. Harper also was instrumental in the establishment of Jol-
iet Junior College in 1901, when two years were added to the high
school curriculum as advocated half a century earlier by Tappan.
Joliet often is considered to be the oldest, surviving community col-
lege.

The significance of these early years to this financial treatise
is in the organizational roots and early mission of the communi-

- "tyor as it was known thenthe juniiir college. As noted, early ju-
nior colleges organizationally were not "colleges" at allwith the
exception of Chicagobut rather were secondary schools. As exten-
sions of secondary schools, they were financed primarily by the local,
school districts, with some state support. They were not given state
appropriations, per se, as were public colleges but instead gained their
nourishment from their parent school districts. This is clearly seen in
California where -the early junior colleges, such as Fresno (1910),
Santa Barbara (1911) and Los Angeles (1912), were organized under
local school boards. '7

The general pattern of support of local schools in the early
1900's consisted of a loCal property tax supplemented by a flat grant
per student or per classroom.41 Thus, it is correct to state that the
early support of junior colleges, too, was from local property taxes
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anti undifferentiated, flat, per student grants. In 1934, local districts
provided 84.3 percent of the income of the colleges they supported.
Student fees accounted for most of the remainder. By 1950, local dis-
trict support had declined to 48.8 percent, student fees had dropped
to 8.9 percent and federal payments for veterans accounted for 13.5
percent. The difference in 1950 was made up by state funds which
amouted to 25.5 percent of the total.42

This financial pattern, of course, made a considerable amount
of sense. Junior college students were, after all, engaged primarily in
a continuation of the hie. school academic curriculum. Certainly,
there was no or extremely little vocational education or any of the
special programs and students populating community colleges today.
All were oriented toward the first two years of a traditional. college
'education.

The state interest in two-yen colleges dates from the post
World War II period and was fueled by the impact of mushrooming
school enrollments on the local property tax rate. After 1950, many
states enacted legislation for public community colleges and gave
them support. In return for a modest loss in local autonomy, district
bbaids received-compensation-which-averaged less-than 20 percent of
operating costs.-' The pattern of mission evolution followed by grow-
ing strains on sources of financial support followed by modest ad-
justments in state funding arrangements has been a recurring cycle in
the history of community college development. Such institutions have
been low cost, not because it has been inexpensive to undertake the
functions they have assessed or been assigned, but rather because they
have not been able to command the necessary level of support.44

During the 1950's and early 60's, a second important trend in
community college financing emerged. Under. the influence of state
master plans, junior colleges became independent community college
districts with their own boards and taxing authority. By 1970,, inde-
pendent districts had been approved in twenty-five states. The uni-
fied public school district operating a community college had virtual-
ly become extinct.45 -

Achievement of separate taxing authority, growth in state
support, increased federal funds; and, above all,,an ever-increasing
stream of students resulting in per capita reimbursements contributed
to a period of relative affluence in the 50's and 60's. 'In comparison
with previous decades, it was a golden era. During the period from
1961-1968, state support increased from 26 to 36 percent while local
support declined from 40 -percent to 30 percent. Tuition remained at
a modest 13 percent for public two-year colleges.46

The decade of the sixties also brought rapid expansion in mis-
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sion with only modest changes in funding arrangements. The princi-
pole of providing an added increment of funding for vocational-
technical offerings was established in many states, but seldom did the
negotiated increments cover the actual costs of the more expensive
programs. Other developments were less favorable. In Illinois, in at-
tempting to get the votes necessary for community college district
formation operating levy limits were established that were unrealisti-
cally low. In states such as Texas and Michigan districts wefe estab-
lished and boards elected; but the authority to levy a local tax was de-
feated in the same electibns. In Maryland, Pennsylvania and New
Jersey community college boards did not have taxing authority: They
could only recommend a local levy to school boards or county au-
thorities, who had the power to approve or reject the request.

As state support for community colleges increased, state con-
tcols also increased. The trend toward increased state coordination of
postsecondary education has been widely reported. For community
colleges with their history of local control, the development has not
infrequently resulted in 'conflict between local authorities and state
government.

The third major trend in community college financing, total
state support,'is one response to this problem. In 1954-55, Utah was
the only state in which junior colleges were totally supported by state
funds leaving aside Georgia and Louisiana where the two-year col-
leges were an integral part of the university system.47 By 1975, seven-
teen states received no income from local revenues while an addition-
al twelve received less than 10 percent.48 Although the independent
community college district with its own taxing authority remains the
preferred form of organization among profesSionals associated with
the community college movement, the experience in Florida, where
local contributions were terminated without loss of local initiative
suggests that state funding can occur without sacrificing the commu-
nity oriented mission.

Regardless of the source-of funding, the seventies have been
largely a story of mission expansion eroding the surpluses of the six-
ties and turning them into deficits. A lower priority for all postsec-
ondary education, resistance to increased property taxes, increasingly
antiquated funding formulas and runaway inflation are all contribu--
ting factors. Analysis by the Illinois Community College Board indi-
cated that in terms of constant dollars, unit expenditures for instruc-
tion in community colleges were 42 percent less in 1977 than in 1971.
An unpublished study for the Pennsylvania Community College
Presidents Council by S.V. Martorana indicated full-time student
equivalent. constant dollar expenditures in 1971 -72 of $1,092 com-



pared with $1,013 in 1977. During that same. period whemaverage
operating costs in current dollars increased by $708 per full-time
equivalent, state support increased by $100. Between 1972 and 1978,
Maryland state funding per full-time equivalent increased by 14 per-
cent while the inflation rate for institutions of higher education was
49 percent.49

Over the decades, the original missions of the community col-
lege have expanded and new missions have been added. New func-
tions have sometimes meant modest or occasionally even major fund-
ing alterations but the original character of community college fi-
nance remained intact. The emergence of universal higher education
added millions of those previously excluded from postsecondary edu-
cation: the lower- income, the minorities, the women, the handi-
capped, and concorriitantly, the poorly prepared. But, old funding
schemes were expected to carry the lion's share of-the financial bur-
den. The situation was depicted thusly by. Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr. in
1979 testimony before the Committee on Labor and Human Re-
sources of the United States Senate:

Funding arrangements often appear to be based upon
the community college of fifteen years ago rather, than
today or tomorrow. Clearly enrollment driven forniula
have serious deficiencies . . . when a greater proportion
of the students are there on a part-time basis. And this is
a trend that continuesmore part-time studentsstu-
dents for whom education is concurrent with work
family and citizenship responsibilities.5°

CURRENT SUPPORT OF INSTITUTIONS

Institutional support of community colleges is in z. worddiverse.
The primary reference, Wattenbarger and Stepp's biennial state: fi-
nancing survey for the National. Council of State Directors of Com-
munity/Junior Colleges (NCSDCJC), lists data for 36 states in the
1978 edition.51 These states, plus two others responding, enroll over
95 percent of all U.S. community college students. The data show
.that all 36 states provide some operating ,funds for community col-
leges but that the extent of support ranges broadly: from 22.5 percent
of operating budgets in Wisconsin to 95 percent in Massachusetts.
Local funds are contributed in 26 states but are of major copse-

. quence (niore than 10 percent of operating budgets) in only 19 states._
Only 8 states receive more than 10 percent of their operating funds
from federal sources. Tuition is becoming increasingly important in
financing community colleges, with 29 of the 36'states now indicating
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that tuition composes more than 10 percent of operating budgets. By
operating fund category, following are the average percentage figures
for 35 states.52

Average Percent of 1977-78 Community College
Operating Funds by Source

State Local . Federal Tuition Other Total
59 15 5 18 3 100

Clearly, community colleges are supported overwhelmingly from
state sources with tuition and local funds: providing roughly equal
shares. Federal and "other" support account for the smallest shares,
about 8-percent totally.

In way of background, certain other financial facts are worth
noting. For example,. average expenditures per FTE student vary by a
factor of more than 2.5: 1 in the 33 states for which comparable data
are available, being $1,010 per FTE in South Carolina as contrasted
with $2,634 in Wisconsin. Local property taxes as a percentage of tax
support of community colleges range from zero in 10 states to 52 per-
cent in Arizona.

There has been considerable discussion about the merits and
disadvantages of funding postsecondary institutions through use of
local property taxes. Proponents have generally stressed the advan-
tages of local autonomy, while opponents.have noted the regressive
nature of local property taxes and. the inequities which result from
variations in the property tax base. The issue has beeri given renewed
attention since the passage of Proposition 13 in California, a state
w tch relies .heavily on the property tax to finance community col-
leges. California ranked at the top of the 20 states surveyed in 1975
with 42.9 percent of current fund revenues coming from the local
district. Needless to say, California has lost its ranking. Excluding
Wisconsin, which does not operate a system of comprehensive com-
munity colleges, Illinois and New York now compete for first place in
reliance on the local property tax to finance community colleges.

A recent analysis of the effects of reliance on the local prop-
erty tax in Illinois-reached the following conclusions:53

1 . In 1975-76. equalized property wealth per FTE student
ranged from $91,993 to $650,707.

2 . Total district revenues ranged from $893 per FTE stu-
dent to $2,302.

3 . Revenues from local district. sources excluding tuition
and fees ranged from $191 to $1,256 per FTE student,.
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4 . There was a direct relationship between property wealth
and total revenues.

. Districts with high property values tended to charge
higher tuitions (reflecting perhaps the ability of their resi-
dents to pay such tuitions).

6 . Using several measures of fiscal equity, greater equity .
was achieved in 1974 than 1977 despite state affects at
equalization largely because of the increasing share of to-
tal revenues coming from tuition and fees.

7 . A majority of the districts were spending below permissi-
ble levels.

The tuition and fee range per semester hour in Illinois for Fall
1979 was $4.22 to $21. The ability to pay differs significantly among
Illinois community college districts, with the per capital income in
1974-ranging from $3419 in Shawnee to $7920 in Oakton. In 1979,
Shawnee was next to lowest in tuition charged while Oakton was
slightly above the median. In general, the districts with least Wealth,
charge the lowest tuition; but the ability of a district to follow such a
policy is limited by state, law which establishes a local property tax
ceiling; subject to change only through local referenda. Since 1973,
initiatives have been defeated 2Q times and pasSed 6.54

In states where community colleges deriiie significant reve
nues from a local property tax,,the local property owner may support
federal aid to individuals, a state Student-aid-Program, extensive sub-
sidieslo publicrinititutions outside his/her geographic limits and,
nally, an increasing percentage of the total costs of operating a local
college.- Additionally, the local property owner responsible for sup-
porting this extensive system may pay a user tax in the form of in-.
creasingly higher tuition to take advantage of .the local college. The
taxes are paid in part to support more than enough space to accom-
modate those who want to seek a bachelor's degree as a full -time stu;
dent at public four-year institutions where total costs other than tui-
tion are borne by the state. Low income is no barrier to attendance '-
since the lower the income the more aid is available. Even the absence
of academic preParation is no problem as institutions that, need stu-
dents develop., special assistance programs to accommodate them.

Augenblick- summarizes the three major problems related to
the local property tax:

1. State aid is distributed with only limited consideration
for the ability of local districts to generate their share of
support. Even in states such as Illinois where some effort



. ,
has been made toward equalization, the result may be
disequalizing because of the ability of wealthier districts
to raise tuition and fees without penalizing their
residents.

2. Because tuition charges vary among institutions, stu-
dents who desire to take the same courses may have to
pay radically different charges. There is no rational rea -.
son for permitting a district's wealth to' determine the
tuition paid by itudents.

3. Because subsidies to community colleges are not coordi-,
nated with subsidies to other postsecondary institutions,
students enrolled in community colleges in courses simi-
lar to thosein other types of institutions may not benefit
from the same expenditure leVels. This situation creates .

inequities in the distribution both of costs and educa
tional benefits. (For example, community college stu-
dents are much more likely to be taught by a part -time
instructor due to the level of subsidy their institutions re-
ceive for- courses that may be directly transferable to
other institutions.)55

All this is in the way of background. How then, if-at all, are
the targeted programs, and indirectly, targeted students financed?

-Wattenbarger and Stepp identify four state funding-models.5,
Three of these four, on the face of it, do not target any resources on
the programs and students under study.

According to Wattenbarger and Stepp, the "negotiated bud-
get" approach is utilized in 11 states plus the state pperated Colorado
community colleges. In this funding approach state appropriations
are negotiated annually (or biennially). Presumably/ institutions or
their spokespersons in state governing and coordinating structures
are availed of opportunity to seek additional funds for special pro-
grams and students, and no doubt, some successes are noted here.
However, it is a well knownnfact that budgets tend to be incremental;57
that is, they are based less' on rational arguments for new programs
than on the simple premise that govetnment agencies should receive
the amount appropriated last year plus a little.more for such eventu-
alities as inflation. Thus, in actual practice it is likely under the nego-
tiated budget approach that money targeted on special needs will be
money taken from other budget categories. In the final analysis most
appropriations gains,.at the margin, fail to alleviate the problems of
financing special programs and students, Further, the 11 states that
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utilize the negotiated budget approach are relatively minor players in
the national community college scene.

The second financing model is the "unit rate formula", uti-
lized in 16 states (including the "district" colleges in Colorado) of
which several are "major" community college states. State alloca-
tions are made on a dollar per unit of output basis (e.g., FTE's,
SCH's) and generally are not differentiated for varying kinds of stu-
dents or programs'.

Third is the "minimum foundation" model, which is a modi-
fication of the unit rate forinula approach. Here, state allocations are
netted out for a local tax yield. The intent is to equalize state funding,
taking into account differences in local wealth. This model does very
little, if anything to provide for differentiated program or student
funding. Seven states, three of which have large community college
systems, employ this model.

The fourth model potentially does allow for targeted program
and student funding. This model, the "cost based program funding"
model, involves state allocations based upc n actual expenditures in
cost centers. Depending upon the level of aggregation of the cost cen-
ters, this approach may take into account actual expenditures in vari-
ous programs. However, because the level of aggregation of the cost

. centers varies tremendously by state, the extent of targeted funding
ranges widely. Further, these formulas invariably are based upon
historic costs. Therefore, the amounts allocated annually per cost
center and ultiMately to targeted programs are a function of how
much was spent in the past. As already seen, the history of targeted
support for programs serving new clientele is not very positive. Our
knowledge of institutional internal resource allocation procedures
suggests that the programs and students under study here fail to re-
ceive adequate or equitable funding.. Sixteen states, including four
major community college systems fail into this category of cost based
program funding.

A closer examination of current changes occurring in the tar-
geting of resources on students and programs is available from Mar-
torana and Smutz's annual surveyagain with the support of
NCSDCJCof State Legislation Affecting Community and Junior
Colleges.58 In the 1978 report Martorana and Smutz noted a rising
legislative concentration upon financial concerns. Of 205 financially-
oriented statutes enacted or proposed a small but significant number
related to the questions under study here. For example, the Michigan
legislature passed (but the Governor vetoed) a bill providing special
support for such services as remedial education and counseling.59
Another valiant though futile effort was noted in Arizona, where the
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legislature
6°

defeated an attempt to fund non-credit courses for senir
1citizens_

Successes, on the other hand, were noted in Minnesota,
i

which appropriated $65,000 for a statewide career guidance pro'
gram;61 in California and Mississippi, 'which passed special enact-
ments for medical programs in community colleges;62 in Ohio, which
made a supplemental appropriation of $50;000 for community col-
lege technical equipment;63 in Kansas, which allowed community
college boards to invoke special taxes for adult bask education;64
and in New Mexico, which allowed for tuition reduction or elimina-
tion for certain vocational courses.65

Acting in the opposite direction, California limited the types
of non-credit courses that can be state subsidized.66 Similarly, South

-Carolina now precludes state assistance to community colleges for se-
nior citizens attending on tuition waivers;67 and Nebraska now re-
quires non-degree and recreation courses to be self-supporting.68

In their 1979 report, Mairtorana and SmutZ offer a new per-
spective.69 Observing that almost half (44.6%) of all financial legisla-
tion affecting community colleges was designed-for state government
in general and another 16.8 perdent was designed for higher educa-
tion in general, the authors questioned the extent to which the unique
needs of community colleges are being met. There is little doubt,
from reports such as this, that community college institutional sup-
port maintains a kind of undifferentiated; monolithic tenor, even in-
to the 1980's.

In sum, there is evidence of some effort to target finances on
the programs and students under study here. However, as regards in-
stitutional funding, it appears that most efforts at least-at the state
level fail to take programs and student differences into account. This
is not to say that current block-type funding schemes preclude these
special programs and students but rather that the'funds provided per-
mit a support core or base, without recognizing the costly aspects of
special endeavors.

THE HISTORIC PRACTICE OF LOW OR NO TUITION

Until the 1970's it was widely held that the best way to provide post-
secondary opportunities for students was to maintain adequate insti-
tutional support so that tuitions could be kept low. In a number of
states, policy was to keep tuitions at zero. However, in the late 1960's
economists began to point out that such policies "wasted" scarce
public resources because all students, not just the needy, were being
aided. From a' public financing perspective, it was argued that public
resources should be expended only when a public good was achieved,



not merely to transfer income from one group to another unless the
latter-group was needy. More simply put, it was held that public re-
sources should not be transferred to those who could and would at-
tend college even without public assistance.

This perspective, which led to passage of massive federal stu-
dent aid programs, came gradually to be_accepted as a basis for pub-
lic policy across most, if not all, states. Political leaders of both liber-
al and conservativeversuasions found elements of this policy with
which they could identify. Liberals were persuaded by the argument
that the money saved in reduced- institutional support (albeit higher
tuition) could be targeted on the poor, while conservatives considered
it good publicpolicy for students to pay more through tuition for the
postsecondary education from which they benefitted.

Although it is beyond our purpose here to comment on these
views, recent changes in tuition policies are of importance because in
many states tuition income may be expended, with only. routine con-
straints, as institutional leaders see fit. Thus, tuition revenue often
may be the discretionary income that is applied to the special pro-
grams and students of interest here.

CoMmunity colleges' tuition and fee charges have been rising
the fastest of any postsecondary sector. Between 1964 and 1977, pub-
lic community college tuitions were up by 291 percent in comparison
to 155 percent and 175 percent for public universities and other
public four-year colleges, respectively.70 Private institution tuitions
were up more in dollar terms,_but less in percentage terms. Alth6ugh
still relatively low-because their 1964 base year tuitions were much
lower, public community college tuitions now average $374.71

The analysis of higher tuitions as a_ funding mechanism for
special purposes is mixed. With rising tuitions, community colleges
capture more funds to target on underfinanced programs and (indi-
rectly) students. Without these resources internal resource allocation.
would be much more constrained. On the other hand, the high tui-
tion vehicle has not treated equitably the kinds of students who. are
our focus here. One of the problems is that adults are about twice as
responsive to a postsecondary price as traditional college age youth.72
Further, for students who must or desire to do non-credit remedial or
other work, generally there is no direct state support. Exceptions may
be noted in the case of administrative costs for these programs. and
for federally-supported programs; but the overall result is that non-
credit courses and courses that tend to be taken by adults often must
be "self-supporting", which means that the tuition charged must
meet the full program cost. Thus, Pitchell found that 58.6 percent of
all collegiate institutions and 66.9 percent of all public institutions
charge part-time students higher tuitions than full-time students.73
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- The. ultimate test of the higher tuition policies, however, lies
in another direction. The keystone instrument of the new higher edu-
cation financing strategy is student aid. Under this strategy, tuitions
were to be raised- so that institutional support could be reduced and
the savings could be targeted on needy students. Thus, the question
of real significance to our purpoie here is whether student aid is get-
ting to, the' students under study. As will be seen, some of the evi-
dence is quite-discouraging.

STUDENT AID

This section is a central one of this monograph. Recent changes in
postsecondary financing policies have made direct student aid the
primary strategy for expanding postsecondary access to new alien-
teles-Lthe kind of students about whom we are writing.

After a short background statement, considered first in this
section is the extent to which community college students overall re-
ceive an equitable share of aid; second whether the particular com-
munity college students under study here receive an equitable share;
third what the obstacles are to an equitable distribution of aid to
these students; and fourth whether student aid potentially can solve
the, financial needs of the community college students examined here-
in.

The parallel with the historical development of community
college institutional support is striking. Student aid was developed in
the late 60's and early 70's, when students were "young, single or re-
cently married, without an established life-style, and willing to de-
vote all of their personal, academic and financial resources to the
pursuit of postsecondary education."74 But like their institutions,
community -college. students have changed. As shown earlier, com-
munity college students are relatively poorer, older, and more likely
to have family responsibilities and be enrolled part-time than non
community college students. The focus of federal policy is on the
first of these descriptors: ability to pay.

On .a per capita basis, community colleges enroll far more
needy students than ally other sector of American postsecondary ed-
ucation. The median family income of first-time full-time freshmen
at public two-year colleges is approximately $2,000 below the median
for similar students in public four-year colleges and almost $6,000
below the median in public universities. In the private sector, median
incomes are, of course, higher still. Further, whereas almost 30 per-
cent of community college students come from families earning less
than $10,000 per year, the percentages range from about 10 to 20 per-
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cent in public colleges and universities.75 Finally, minority students
who tend disproportionately to be needy are-heavy enrollers in corn-
munity colleges. Approximately 40 percent of minority full-time _

studentg\ and '91 percent of minority part-time students attend two-
year institutions.76-Thus, community colleges enroll 56 percent of all
minority students.

The first issue regards' whether community college'Students,
on the whole, receive an equitable shire of:student aid. The evidence
indicates that they do not. In 1972, the first year of,the new Educa-
tion Amendments, community colleges enrolled 30 percent 'Of -all-full-
time students but (their students) 'received only 19.4 percent of all
federal aid awards and 25.3 pefcent of aid awards from any source.77
Further, the amount of awards received clearly was smaller than in
any other sector, as can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Distribution of 1972 -73 Full-Time Freshmen Students,
Student Financial Aid Recipients, and Average.

Amount of Student Aid in Dollars

Institutional Type

Distribution (percentage)

Total
Full-Time From,
Students Any SourCe Federal

Average Aid Amounts

From
Any Source Federal

Public Four-Year 43.3 's42.7 41.6 960 921

Public Two-Year 27.7 23.1 17.2 636 733

Private Four-Year 21.7 26.8 33.7 1,703 1,400

Private Two-Year 2.3 2.2 2.2 1,007 876

Vocational 1.7 L2 0.7 672 654
Other/Proprietary 3.3 3.9 4.5 1,664 1,639 /

100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Base Year and First Follow-up 'Surveys of the National Longitudinal Study for the
High School Class of 1972 (NCES 1975).

Most recent available data are no more favorable. Whereas
community colleges enroll some 40 percent of all undergraduates and
55 percent of all freshmen (Who receive considerably more aid than
upper-classmen), their student's receive only 36 percent of Basic Edu-
cational Opporttinity Grants (BEOG) appropriations, 20 percent of
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOGs), 24 percent
of College Work Study (CWS), 9 percent of National Direct Student
Loans (NDSL's), and 8 percent of Guaranteed Student Loans
GSL's).78



Reporting on another year, Gladieux observed:

The two-year colleges' relative \ participation in these
"campus-based" (or institutionally administered) pro-
grams appears disproportionately low in view of the
number of accredited two-year cblleges" (1,141), their
share of post-secondary enrollments (over 25 percent of
total full-time equivalent), and their heavy enrollment of
students from low and moderate income families (ap-
proximately 53 percent of all 'first-time, full-time fresh-
men from families with incomes of less than $10,000).

Gladieux concluded that even after considering the lower costs of
two-year college attendance, 20-25 percent of all student financial
campus-based need for full-time students is in community colleges,
whereas, only 17 percent of SEOG's, 10 percent of NDSL's, and 21

percent of CWS. so accrued." Further, Gladieux estimated that 40
percent of BEOG funds should have accrued to community college
students whereas 25 percent was the share realized.80

The most careful and up-to-date analysis generally is consis-
tent with the above reports. Nelson, in a paper for the Brookings In-
stitute, points out that over-awarding of student aid to community
college students may in fact occur. Without drawing conclusions, she
enumerates three potential causes: (1) "top-generous" standards for
determining costs of attendance, (2) "too-generous" income exclu-
sions of veteran's benefits in calculating expected family contribu-
tions, and (3) excessive aid in states where federal and state aid is un-
coordinated.81 Nevertheless, in spite of ..some possibility of over-
awarding to community college' students, Nelson concludes as fol-
lows:

(.1) There is nor evidence that community college students
are at a disadvantage in receiving basic grants compared
to their counterparts at other institutions.. (2) Campus-
based funds have been distributed unfavorably to com-
munity colleges. (3) The distribution of campus-based
aid worsened for community colleges between 1973-74
and 1976-77, while the distribution of BEOG monies
improved.82

Thus, Nelson concludes overall "that current financial assistance
programs meet a lower fraction of need for -community college stu-
dents than for those attending either senior public institutions or pri-
vate colleges."83
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In light of the above, Carlson's findings that the demand for
public two-year college enrollment is more a function of tuition
prices than of federal 'student aid is not surprising. This would appear
to suggest that low tuition is more effective in providing community
college access than studentaid. Carlson's regression- model predicted
that public two-year college enrollments would decrease by.roughly
4-3/4 percent for every $100 tuition increase, whereas federal student
aid was not a statistically significant predictor. Even more interest-
ing, hoWever, was the fact that the sign of the student aid coefficient
was negative: As federal student aid went up enrollment demand in
community colleges went down." It would seem that federal student
aid is not serving community college students particularly well.
Howevir, from other studies it is known that many students who
receive aid merely migrate to more expensive institutions;85 there-
fore, Carlson's findings must be interpreted with caution. It does
seem quite certain, nevertheless, that the students of interest in this
'monograph are not, among those who are able to. attend more costly
colleges and universities. Perhaps it would be more accurate to state
that community colleges are not net gainers under student aid.

More to the point are the figures for the particular types of
community college students being served by student aid programs.
Of interest to our thesis, adult students are estimated to receive only
15 percent of federal studentaid funds86.even though only 51 percent
of all students now are 18-24 year old dependents.87 Similarly, part-
time students account for only $.8 percent of SEOG awards and 9.8
percent of BEOG awards,88 though they are 41 percent of all postsec-
ondary students.89 Part-time students are entitled under the 'social
security program. Such students compose 64 percent of the total
community college student population_ but receive only 8 percent of

--- ------Tfedefal student aid dollar.9° Since award amounts are a function of
portion of time in attendance, the share of dollars received by.part-
lime students would be-even less. In sum; less than-one-fifth of adult
postsecondary students receive student aid compared to almost half
of traditional full-tiMe students.91

The reasons for the under-representation of community col-
lege students, particularly adult and part-time students, are numer-

'bus and varied. Probably the greatest obstacle is'the requirement that
federal aid recipients be enrolled at least half-time or for 6 credits.
Over 40 percent-of all postsecondary students register for fewer than- -
6 credits.92

Another obstacle is tbatstudem-S- must enroll in a program of
at least _6 months-or-in some cases one year, leading to a degree or cer-

___----tifiate, and admitting only those possessing the equivalent of a high
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school degree. Wagner estimates that-altogether 14.5 million persons
are so eliminated annually from federal student aid programs:about
20 percent of iiihom are enrolled in- postsecondary institutions In

__New York,..Purga estimate's that the degree requirement alone elimi-
nates over half of all adult.learners enrolled in postsecondary institu-
tions. -

Other obstacles include award limits, needs analyses, and ad-
ministrative procedures. Federal regulations require that studentg
who qualify for a BEOG of less than $200 receive no award whatso-
everobviously to the detriment orpart-time students attending low
cost community colleges. Needs analyses are structured to respond to
traditional full-time students and are dysfunctional for part-time and
adult students, many of whom work and have family responsibilities.
Even when income and assets are equal, needs analysis formulae dis-
criminate against-the nontraditional students.94 Administrative pro-
cedures that work against part-time and adult students include the
disserriination of information through high school counselors, a
channel that is of little utility for adults; misinformation and misin-
terpretation of financial aid information provided to these non-main-
stream students; the complexity .of the application procedure for a
relatively smallfinancial benefit; low participation- rates by the com-
munity colleges in the campuOased aid programs; and biases of in-
stitutional financial aid officers toward full-time students. Finally,
and of special significance for community colleges, the TRIO pro-
gram designed for students in need of remedial work serves very_ few---
youth bey--19 or-enrolled -part:tit-ff.

STATE STUDENT AID PROGRAMS .

Generally, state student aid' programs exclude part-time, and thus
adult students, even more so than do federal programs although" -7
there are notable exceptions. At thestatejeve4-aid-teTids to. be re-
stricted to full-time study_a--ritor-e, confining policy than even the
federal-half-time restriction. Nevertheless, 16 state programs and the

-.District of Columbia do permit half-time eligibility.95 The most re-
strictrve policy of all:in terms of students affected is the restriction of
student aid to costs of tuition and fees up to some maximum (20
states)."

Other state aid' regulations affect adult and part-time commu-
nity liege students importantly. For example, 20 states and territo-
ries d not make partial awards,'11- state programs can be used only
at private institutions (3 can be used only at public ones), and 5 ex-
clude implicitly or explicitly community conege,students. Finally, all
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but 7 states use federal needs analysis methodologies:that are alleged
to be discriminatory againgt part-time and adult persons.97

State and federal student aid programs respond best to the
needs and_interests of income, younger students who can attend
full-time. However, theY discriniinate against older parr-time stu-
dents and middle income students. The discriminatory effect of stu-
dent aid on older students has been addressed in some states by ex-
tending monetary awards programs to half-time students. While this
Policy change has resulted in more nontraditional students attending
primarily public two- and four-year institutions, available data make
it quite clear such students receive very little of the total funds appro-
priated. At best, for the limited segment of nontraditional students
who are interested in degree work and who can afford to attend at
least half-time, the monetary awards, offset the tuition and fee in-
creases that have been caused by the 'same public policy seeking to

-modify their undesirable effects.
For the part-time adult student individual subsidies are not

effective 'for at least three reasons:

1. It is difficult 'to provide adequate information. The com-
- munication net for 'administering agencies relies to a con-
siderable degree upon high_schools -which have no con-
tact witlfadUlt students. ,

2. Procedures for determining need are- based-on the depen-
dent 18-23 year age group and are least ropriate for
adult learners.

3. Schedules of application are based 'on the typic cycles
of full-time students which are inappropriate for art-,
time adult students.98

Community colleges historically have been low cost and com-
mitted to maintaining open access. The developments of the severities
have brought to these colleges,a clientele that is increasingly more dif-
ficult and more expensive to service. Simultaneously, the decision to
shift from institutional to individual assistance has fallen with parti-
cular weight on the community college.

The least expensive function of any postsecondary institution
is to offer classroom instruction to well prepared lower division
students seeking a baccalaureate degree in a non-technical or non-
scientific field. The numbers of such students have diminishid-signi-
ficantly in community colleges during the past five years. All evi-
dence suggests this is a trend that is likely .to continue through 1990
and more probably through the end of this century. If the community



college is to have any' opportunity of carrying out the mission it was.
originally assigned, let alone those that have evolved during the past
decade, a fundamental reassessment of public policy must begin.

3
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PART III
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Given a' lower priority fojr pOstsecondary education among policy
makers, increased competition for declining resources, reductions in-
the numbers of full-time students in most institutions in most states,
and growing public concern about duplication, quality, and mission
extension, what direetiOns offer the greatest prospects for consolidat-
ing the community college gains of the past two decades? We offei
the following suggestions as vehicles `. for ,stimulating discussion,

professionals and those responsible for public policy:

Recoinmendation I. The mission of the community ,:college should
be stated clearly' in unambiguous terminology by defining the func-
tions it performs in terms of the educatidnal pro,gram.

As we have noted previouSly, discussion about what the com-
munity college is_doing, or-should-be-doing, is severely hampered by
the ambiguous use of such terms as career education, continuing edu-
cation and community service. Citing guidance or general education
as functions confuseS supporting services and curriculum concepts
with programs that generate student credit hours of instruction. To
make possible the public discussion suggested above, we Propose .the
folloWing functions whOs'e evollition we have previously described.

Academic TransferAll credit instruction offered
on a regular semester or term schedule as
the equivalent of courses required for the
first two years of a baccalaureate degree,
provided the instruction is offered in the
day or evening at an established campus.

Vocational-TechnicalAll- credit instruction of-
fered as preparation or inservice develop-
ment for a specific occupation or family of
related occupations provided that the in-

"Struction is offered in the day or evening at
an established campus on a regular semes-
ter, term or apprenticeship schedule (in-
cluding supervised cooperative experiences).
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Continuing EducationAll credit instruction ap-
plicable to -'certificate or degree offered by
the college where the instruction is offered
at a locatimi other than an established cam-
pus; or when the schedule is different from
the regular semester, term apprenticeship
or cooperative education format used b:
the college; or where the instructional deliv-
ery. system departs significantly from the
mode regularly employed.

Remedial EducationAll instruction designed to
address deficiencies in literacy, numeracy
or other learning skills with the intent of
preparing students to undertake academic
tranSfer or vocational-technical degree or
certificate programs.

Community ServiceAll non-credit programs or
courses other than those offered specifical-
ly as part of a program of remedial educa-
tion.

Special EducationAll programs or courses de-
' signed to provide basic literacy or occupa-

tional entry to persons characterized
by one or more of the following conditions:
functional illiteracy, developmental disabil-
ity with or without physical trauma, lack of
English-speaking ability, physical handicap
with learning impairment.

It would, of course, be desirable for mission definitions to, be
standardized at the national level. Such standardization may be too
ambitious as an initial step given the div,ersity among states. As an al-
ternative, each state could develop its own definitions or terminolo-
gy. We do believe that definitions will be useful to the extent they dif-
ferentiate clearly between types of educational programs, delivery
systems and clienteles.

Recommendation 2. If such approval has not been granted previous-.
ly through explicit statutes, community colleges should seek legisla=
five approval, thrbugh appropriate state level coordinating boards or
organizations, for each of the missions defined in Recommendation 1.

The evolutionary nature of community college mission and
the ambiguity of function definition has made it common practice
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for community colleges to offer to do anything they can fund. As a
result, many commnnity colleges offer some programs and services
that have been legitimated only in the minds of administrators who
"invented'' the offerings, the clientele who participate, and national
leaders who find expansions of mission consistent with the philosophy
and missionary zeal. of the moment.

Recogniiing that the flexibility of the community college is a
major strength, there are nevertheless consequences to the attempt to
be gall things to all people." In continual mission expansion, faculty
see threats to the' quality of the academic transfer and vocation-
al-technical functions in an era of declining resources, and their sup-
port of institutional mission becomes less than enthusiastic. When re-
sources are scarce, legislators are particularly critical of offerings that
appear sdcial or recreational. Further, there is general public concern
about providing K-12 education to the same people a second or third
time and .not all of the criticism is focused on the public schools.

Community college educators have not sought formallegisla-
tive approval for some of their programs and services for very good
reason: such approval might be withheld, requiring terminating ac-
tivities that'attract new clientele and boost enrollments. A decision to
expand functions without formal sanction may be defensible when,
resources are abundant. The same decision. is questionable when lim-
ited resources must be spread across new programs and new clientele
resulting in loss of overall quality..

We believe the. risk of disapproval of one or more functions
currently being carried out by some community colleges would _be
offset by the advantages of having official commitment to those tuna-
tions appfbved. As competition for. high school graduates intensifies,
the risk of legislative disapproval of some functions is already evi-
dent. The Nebraska Legislature eliminated academic transfer from
the approved mission of its two-year'colleges. The advantage of seek-
ing official approYal involves building a better base. of public support
and ending or muting some of the rancorous and debilitating debate
between administrators and full-time faculty, to name only two groups.

Recommendation 3. Community colleges should determine as accu-
rately as possible the actual costs of the various programs and ser-
vices they offer and the costs of programs they intend to offer. Some
states, such as Illinois, already have this type of data for much of
what is done.

i.;

Influenced by what one community college group has termed
"the attitude that 'bigger is better' and that the academic health 9f an
institution can be determined by examining its rate of growth, ""
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community college administrators have aggressively marketed new
programs and services without examining the relationship between
total costs and revenuesgenerated. Where costs hive been Calculated,
often they have been limited:to the.direct costs of instruction. Thus,
adMinistrators frequently describe continuing education-or commu-
nity services as "breaking even", even though marketing studies,
advertising costs, postage, administrative overhead, and support ser-
vieei may not. be Considered,* the analysis. The institution may in
part be subsidizing mission expansion by "educing allocations to ex-
isting functions throughborrowing from regular programs and by us-

., ing large numbers of lower paid part -time faculty.
It is not our purpose, per se,lo argue against seeking out new

functions or financing expansion by using resources generated by ex-
isting functions. A particular.social need may be so pressing as to jus-

, 'tify any response an institution may be able to generate. We'do main-
tain, however, that :cost analysis is needed so that institutions con-
stantly may monitor and be able to forecast the consequences for ex-
isting programs or undertaking the new programs.

We also recognize that some new programs or services may be
profitable; however, we expect that accurate cost analysis would re-
duce the number:of such programs from the numbers currently claimed
and in the process enhance institutional credibility. Further, we be-
lieve there will be increased competition among institutions for the
"profitable" programs.

Recommendation 4. Community colleges routinely should establish
procedures for evaluating and reporting outcomes related to approved
functions.

Again, this practice is already carried out to varying degrees
in states having major community college operations. Reporting pro-
cedures vary; however, and seldom is the information provided in a
"consistent and usable form to state political leaders. In Arizona, such
significant, numbers of community college students transfer to the
three state universities 'that the undergraduate student population
probably resembles the inverted pyramid considered ideal where ef-
fective articulation between two- and four-year colleges .exists. Yet,
no comprehensive study of the performance of transfer students has
been done and legislators complain about the absence of such data.

Even though comprehensive, valid measurable outcomes are
difficult to obtain, the type of data that would satisfy, legislators is
not difficult to produce. Vocational-technical graduates can be sur-
veyed to determine placement and salaries. Employers can be con-
tacted for information about the competencies of graduates they
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hire. The persistence and achievement of transfer students easily can
be evaluated. Students who enroll in remedial programs can be fol-
lowed to assess their prOgress.and performance.

Notwithstanding outstanding exceptions, most community
colleges have resisted evaluation because of a philosophical commit-
ment approaching religious fervor. Doubting the benefits of attend-
ing a community college was a heresy comparable to questioning the
accuracy of the Bible. A study that raised doubt about the effective-
ness of a program would have done more than expose a program-
matic weakness. It would have raised doubts that could not have
been tolerated among the faithful. In' an era of stable.or declining re-
sources, however, it is essential that the results of expenditures of
public funds be demonstrable.

Recommendation S. Community colleges should seek modifications
in funding formulas so that appropriations would reflect the actual
costs of providing the services of approved functions.

A corollary to this recommendation is that community col-
leges shou!d avoid performing services for which they do not receive
adequate funding. The current practice of accepting all who apply re-
gardless of the funding authorized conveys sevetil messages to legis-
lators, all of them undesiiable. The'first message is that quality is not
an important concern of the community college: It is fairly clear"
from even an elementary understanding of economic principles that
increasing services without increasing resources must mean a loss of
quality. Either that or funding levels previously were excessive. Most
observers of the postsecondary scene believe that quality rather than
quantity will be the dominant concern of policy makers ih the eighties.

A second undesirable message to legislators is that very little
relationship exists between the amounts appropriated and the num-
bers of students served. Seemingly, regardless of appropriation lev-
els, community colleges "accept all comers". In an era of scarce
resources, increasing enrollments as a response to reduced appropria-
tions provides an almost irresistable incentive to legislatcirs to under-
fund community colleges.

The alternative is to seek approval for defined functions, to
develop reasonable cost data and within the constraints of quality
maintenance to provide the services possible given the resources
available. Community colleges can remain true to their philosophical
commitments by enrolling on a first-come, first-serve basis and by re -.
maining open-door to the extent resources permit. Waiting lists are
highly undesirable but they are already in use for high demand com-
munity college programs in the health sciences. A commitment to
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quality and the existence of waiting lists would carry to legislators a
message much more desirable than the one currently being transmitted.

Recommendation 6. In providing basic literacy and occupational en-
try skills, community colleges should experiment with alternatives to
the student credit hour format.

Essentially, this recommendation requires two actions, both
of which have already been implemented in a number of community
college settings. The first involves differentiating between those who
have modest educational deficiencies correctable through a year or
less of,remedial assistance and those whose deficiencies make attain-
ment of any postsecondary degree a highly unlikely prospect. The
former can be served through existing community college programs.
The latter group is the concern of this recommendation.

The best hope for the ability of community colleges to under-
take the "sixth great mission" referred to earlier'does not rest with
the remedial approach in a, credit-hour context where students must
be financed by an assistance program designed around the needs of
the baccalaureate candidate. Community colleges in urban areas un-
der the influence of the Manpower Development Act of 1963 and its
successor, the Comprehensive Employment Training Act of 1973
(CETA), have developed a more logical alternative in the form of the
Skills Center which focuses on basic literacy training and thedevel-
opment of job entry skills. loo -

Skills Centers are distinctive kinds of organizations. Skills
Center students attend, seven or eight hours each day in training pro-
grams that are a "ear or less in length. Some Centers have open-entry
and exit, and sL -tients progress at their own rate. Literacy skills are
taught in conjunction 'with; and as needed for, job entry. Employers
are closely involved in specifying required competencies, to the extent
that some programs may be offered exclusively to meet the needs of a
specific employer who guarantees jobs for those who complete the
program successfully. State employment agencies provide input to
the selection process and many programs have waiting lists. Those
admitted are paid stipends and are expected to behave as they would
in the job setting. Some Centers use highly sophisticated procedures
for assessing the aptitudes of entering students including measures of
manual dexterity and other non - verbal skills. Placement rates are
high and the performance of graduates is closely monitored.

The roles of Skills Centers'staff vary from those of traditional
faculty. Academic credit is not awarded for the programs, so faculty
can be selected without placing inappropriate emphasis on their
academic credentials. Those who teach in Skills Centers' have the
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same work schedules as the students; thus interaction is not limited
by the 15 to 20 contact hour loads typical for academic and vocation-
al-technical faculty in the community college. Faculty -union con-
tracts do not cover Skills Center pasonnel so the costs of having fa-
culty available to students for a 35 to 40 hour work'week is not prohi-.
bitive. Students receive assignments and carry them out in the Skills
Center setting, so the progrEkm does not require students to engage in
independent, unsupervised study, an arrangement that seems ill-
suited to their temperament and study habits.

Skills Centers are accu!tomed to developing programs quick-.

ly to respond to the changing rmands of the job market. There are
no curriculum committees or university articulation requirements to
stretch out response times. Since virtually all funding comes from
federal sources, the districts which operate Skills Centers exhibit little
of the concern about coordinating these programs that is so evident
in the operation of the traditional colleges.

- Extension of the Skills Center concept to the comprehensive
community college in order to respond to the charge of the Carnegie
Council runs into one major obstacle.' Because community colleges
began as junior colleges, their frame of reference is the baccalaureate
program. Such adaptive innovation'asNocational-technical edur2-
tion and remedial services have; been held in low esteem by academic
faculty who still dominate the/ full-time professional staffs of most
two-year colleges. Even board members and legislators assign low
priority to out-of-school youth and to adults, complaining about
paying for K-12 education twice. As a consequence, Skills Centers
have operafedin isolation from the traditional programs and with lit-
tle, if any, support from local or state sources. There is little doubt
that many boards would sacrifice Skills Center programs if federal
funds were withdrawn. This/would be in preference to making cut-
backs in academic transfer/or vocational-technical programs even
where such programs or services are demonstrably overstaffed in re-
lation to current demand.

Community colleges will have to face squarely the issue of
whether this type of institute will be tolerated by academic faculty as
well as whether the amount of bias and condescension that accompa-
nies such tolerance will permit a healthy learning environment for
trainees. The alternative is to develop special institutes outside the
community college structure, an occurrence which may not be all
bad. Proper considerations of effectiveness and-cost could preclude
serving, through a structure designed for the baccalaureate can-
didate, those who need basic literacy and occupational entry skills.
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Recommendation 7. Community college funding strategies should be
re-evaluated. Specifically, tuition charges, individual entitlement
programs, institutional assistance, and the property tax as a means of
preserving local responsiveness should be reviewed.

Since tuition is a fact of Hein most community c'oll'eges, pro-
cedures for moderating its impact on students should be adopted by
boards. Tuition waivers should be provided for needy students ineli-
gible for other types of assistance. At the same time, he practice of
providing tuition waivers automatically to those beyond a specified
age probably should be terminated. As noted previously, studies indi-
cate it is largely the more affluent senior citizen who Aakes advantage
of continuing education or community services. Profriding ' aivers to
all who are needy but otherwise tiot'ent,itled for aid Would be more
equitable than .providing waivers td all sen. ors. using a means test
would also blunt current criticism about "fre ides'!. ,,

Community:colleges should also study alt rnatives to the his-
toric policy of charging, a single tuition of all stude\ ts. To the extent'
that subsidies continue to be channelled through s udents, it may
prove desirable to adopt one or both of the f011owin strategies:

, a. Establish differential tuition charges for high cost, high
. demand programs enrolling primarily full-time students.

Programs such as dental hygiene, nursing and radiological....

technology are likely to be over- subscribed even if current
tuition charges,are doubled or tripled. Since full-time stu-
dents receive assistance based on the costs of the programs
they attend, raising tuition charges would not eliminate
needy students fit= such programs any more than it has
eliminated them from private colleges. ... 7

b. Set tuition charges in general for full-tirne students at a
sufficiently high level to create a surplus specifically ear-
marked for institutional assistance to students who cannot
afford tuition and who do not qualify for assistance. This
practice has long been followed by independent (private)
institutions.

A

The preceding should not be interpreted as an endorsement of
tuition in community colleges. As a matter of fact, this monograph
discusses a number of undesirable consequences of tuition. However,
given current public policy, community colleges need to discover cre-
ative ways of'living win tuition.

Community colleges, in the interests of postseconaary unity;
generally have supported at both state and national levels the groW-



ing emphasis on individual entitlements as the principal mechanism
for ensuring access to higher education. We haVe serious doubts that
the interests of the divergent community college clienteles are well
served by these entitlements. In particular, we believe they discrimi-
nate against, for example, the part-time and independent students
who form an ever larger part of the total enrollment of community
colleges. As desirable as unity may be when approaches to the 'politi-
cal leadership are made, we believe the advocacy of policies thatInay
not be in the best interests of the majority of community college stu-
dents should be avoided. Such advocacy may cause policy makers to
conclude they have addressed the problems of community college stu-
dents when actually they have male conditions worse.

As an alternative to extending individual entitlements to part-
time udents, a practice that may be inefficient and ineffective, we
believe nsideration should be given to a targeted tuition subsidy
(TTS). Un er the TTS, the state would reimburse community col-
leges for waivers granted to part-time students whose personal in-
comes fall below a certain level.

Recommendation 8. The development of residence halls should be
considered where the specialized nature of programs offered and the
geographic dispersion of, clientele mal: e commuting an expensive
proposition.

The concept of a low cost, commuter institution located with-
in driving distance of those it served was ideal for the days of cheap
energy. In high density population areas with adequate public trans-
portation, the commuting institution will continue as an economical
alternative to residence halls for the full-time student population. As
the costs of owning and operating an automobile continue to rise,
however, residence halls, may become an increasingly economical
alternative to commuting.

Community colleges in the West and some technical institutes
in the East have operated residence halls because some of their stu-
dents came from distances that make commutingimpossible. Since
residence halls are operated as auxiliary enterprises with costs offset
by revenues generated, there results no drain on tax dollars required
for educational programs. Further, under the present system of in-
dividual entitlements, the posSiblSt higher net costs to needy students
are at least partially `offset by higher entitlement awards. In fact,
residence halls may reduce out-of-pocket expenses to the student as
the costs of operating a personal automobile go higher and higher.

A principal reason that more two-year colleges have not de-
veloped residence halls is the opposition of four-year colleges and
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universities who fear competition in the coming decade of expected
diminishing enrollments. From a practical point of view, in many
Cases there is much to recommend the alternative of taking courses
out to the people. Unfortunately, outreach areas generally are limited
to beginning courses where enrollments make the instruction eco-
nomically feasible. Where laboratory experiences are required, as in
the case of many vocational-technical programs, outreach areas can-.
not be served. Further, there are .some two-year programs in which
the capital investments are so heavy that a given state may be able to
afford only one-or two such programs.

For some community colleges in some states, the alternative
to underused physical plants and students denied access because of
transportation costs will' be the construction of residence halls. We
realize that this arrangement will be impossible in some states because
of political realities. Still in some cases, the development of residence
halls may become an important strategy for preserving access, espe-
cially tO, expensive technical programs that can be offered only in a
very limited number of locations.



CONCLUSION

During the past seventy-five years, the mission of the community col-
lege has evolved to include an increasingly diverse clientele pursuing
increasingly diverse objectives. Methods of financing community col-
leges have also evolved but have generally lagged behind the resource
requirements resulting from the assumption of new functions. In the
decade of the sixties community colleges became society's chosen
instrument for achieving equal access. Increases in federal and state
funds provided local taxpayers with services which could be bought
for a dime, were worth a dollar, and appeared to be indispensable.

Changes in funding formulas to increase the dollars available
for each full-time equivalent student combined with ever.= increasing
student enrollments created an environment of rising expectations.
New institutions with new programs and services seemed toplace the
educational 'millennium within reach. Then, in 1972, without warn-
ing, enrollments in many community colleges declined. Concurrent-
ly, Congress ended the debate on institutional,versus student funding
by establishing a program of individual entitlements as the major na-
tional strategy for continuing the assault upon equal access begun by
the open door community colleges.

From 1972 to the present, there has been a gradual erosion of
the financial position of community colleges, with no concomitant
adjustment of institutional aspirations. The result has been a period
of educational inflation during which programs and services have
been provided to greater numbers of students while the constant dol-
lars available have often remained essentially stable or, in some in-
stances, declined.

The problem has been aggravated by a decline in' the numbers
of full-time students accompanied by an overall increase in head-
count. Formulas designed around full-time students gave inadequate
consideration to the costs of serving the ,same full-time equivalency
composed of large numbers of students who required most of the ser-"
vices but enrolled for.only one or two courses each semester.

A growing number of states followed the direction of the
Federal government by placing major emphasis on programs of indi-
vidual assistance granted directly to the student. Such programs caused ,A\
pressure for increased, tuition with the heaviest impact, as measured
by percentage of base, falling upon the community college: States
with major programs of assistance to individual students invariably
reduced the rate of growth of, appropriations to public colleges and
universities to force them to recover a greater percentage of their
costs from student tuition. Since part-time students received a minis-
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cule part of the total funds disbursed to individuals, community col-
leges found it difficult to recover higher percentages of their costs by
raising student tuition without affecting adversely their total enroll-
ment.

Community colleges have been among the hardest hit in
terms of the adequacy of state appropriations. Those funded in part
by local property taxes have encountered taxpayer resistance as the
decline in the share of the costs paid by states had to be offset by in-
creased local dollars. Part of the resistance has manifested itself as a
tendency to question the importance of services and programs ac-
cepted without question when more of the bill was paid by the state.

To date, the emerging conflict between institutional aspira-
tions for continuing mission development and the restraints imposed
by financing arrangements designed to promote stability or even
phased decline has not been confronted squarely. Community college
leaders have avoided this confrontation by using increased numbers
of part-time faculty, by avoiding the development of expensive pro-
grams and by heavy recruiting of part-time adult students into lower
cost courses. It is not defensible to state that these adaptations have
resulted in decreased quality since there were and are no generally ac-
cepted measures of quality and hence no sound basis for before and
after comparisons. At the same time, it is fair to observe that the
credibility of community college practices, aimed at continuing
growth while resources dwindle, has become a serious issue both
within and outside the ranks of community college educators..

As community colleges enter the eighties, we believe it essen-
tial to examine and discuss the relationship between institutional as-
pirations and available resources. To that end we have advanced a
number of recommendations including:

operational definition of the educational mission of
community colleges;

legislative approval of each defined mission on a
state by state 'basis if this has not already
occurred;

accurate determination of costs by program;
evaluation and reporting of outcomes in relation to

approved functions;
limiting programs and services to those for which

adequate funding is provided;
alternatives to the credit-hour, degree oriented for-

mat for providing basic literacy and occu-
pational entry skills;



examination of current funding strategies and revi-
sions where appropriate;

development of residence halls where specialized
programs or geographic considerations jus-
tify.

The problem is dear and can be documented. The recommen-
dations are speculative and are intended to stimulate,discussion rath-
er than to-provide definitive answers. The community college concept
has encompassed a dream of educational equality for all. Preventing
a noble dream from becoming an impossible dream in the environ-
ment of the eighties will require the best efforts of policy makers and
educators working together: to reduce the widening gap between mis-
sions and resources.
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